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‘Heal Thyself!’
(posted by Art, Dec. 12, 2012)
Good example of what is wrong with medicine in the United States. Imagine if you are really sick and trying to
figure this all out. But don't worry, you can trust your insurance company!
“How Much for an MRI? $500? $5,000? A Reporter Struggles to Find Out” by Martha Bebinger, WBUR
Dec. 9, 2012, (http://www.kaiserhealthnews.org/Stories/2012/December/09/mri-cost-price-comparison-healthinsurance.aspx)

(A health reporter tries to solve the mystery of her migraines with a doctor-recommended imaging test, but trying
to find out the real cost of that test induces headaches of its own.)
Massachusetts is launching a sweeping plan to hold down health care costs. A new law is partly designed to get
patients to help drive down prices by shopping for medical care.
So when I had a series of migraines over the summer, I decided this was an opportunity to be an engaged, savvy
patient.
First decision: whether to even get the doctor-recommended MRI. It’s a very expensive test, and I thought maybe
the headaches would just disappear.
But I followed my doctor's advice, called Newton-Wellesley Hospital and asked for the price of the test. My doctor
didn’t know, I got transferred to radiology, I got transferred to billing. Billing said they would call me back. They
didn't. I couldn't even get a ballpark estimate.
Now, I have insurance with no deductible, so wherever I went was only going to cost me a $25 copayment.
(Apologies to all of you with high-deductible or tiered plans out there.)
When I couldn’t get through to Newton-Wellesley, I tried Mass General, which is what we usually hear is the most
expensive and best hospital in the country to go to. They were $5,315. That’s for an uninsured patient. For one
MRI.
But they couldn’t tell me what my rate was going to be as an insured patient. They said they didn’t have that
information. So I hit another wall with another hospital.
Then I tried an independent lab, called Shields. It’s a chain that specializes in MRIs and other radiology tests.
Shields said it would have charged between $2,000 and $3,600 for this test (the higher cost is for an MRI with an
injectable dye to show contrast). But that's not what they would bill my HMO Blue Cross plan for my MRI: $600 for
the MRI without the contrast dye, and $1,200 for the MRI with the dye is its negotiated rate with my health plan.
Eventually, I got the test at Newton-Wellesley. I thought the price would be somewhere between Mass General and
Shields, and I thought there was some value in following my doctor's recommendation. When I got the bill from
Newton-Wellesley I was stunned. It was for $7,468. Turns out this is the price Newton-Wellesley charges someone
who is uninsured. If you include the charge for reading the test, the total is almost $8,000, even higher than Mass
General. I thought that since Newton-Wellsley knows I’m a Blue Cross member, they’d send me the Blue Cross rate
— what Blue Cross was going to pay for the test. They didn't.
Newton-Wellesley also didn’t tell me that I’d had two MRIs while lying there in the cave wearing headphones that
are supposed to ease the earthquake rumble effects of the test. I found this out months later when I got the
"Explanation of Benefits" (EOB) from my insurance company. I still don’t know why the hospital ran two tests. My
doctor says he only ordered one. So the $7,468 doesn’t sound as bad if it’s the price of two tests. This is all
incredibly confusing and about as far from the transparent process that is supposed to help us “shop” for care as
you can get.
Tips For Price-Conscious Consumers
If you want to try to shop around, here are few things you should know, if you don’t already:
1. Insurance companies negotiate different rates with different hospitals. I’ve had a hard time getting
doctors or hospitals to give me the negotiated rate, but Blue Cross will tell me, if I’m willing to wait on hold
and have the exact code for the exact procedure I need. Which brings me to…
2. Get the code for the test or procedure you need. In some cases there will be several billing codes. For
example, my MRI codes were 70551 without the dye, 70552 with the dye. I used those numbers in so many

different conversations I don’t think I’ll ever forget them. And in the end, since I had another test I didn’t
know about, an MRA, I wasn’t using all the right codes. This process really could drive you crazy.
3. Sometimes your insurance company will send you the EOB that lists the price they actually pay the
hospital, but good luck trying to decipher all this paperwork.
4. The physician’s charge is often a separate bill, or rather two bills: what the doc charges and what the
insurance company pays. You have to ask a lot of questions.
Why the huge disparity between what a hospital charges for an MRI and what a stand-alone clinic such as Shields
charges? Newton-Wellesley said that it costs a lot to keep a hospital open 24 hours a day. Hospitals lose a lot of
money on some services and make it up other other services. MRIs or other tests are a place that they often make
up for money lost on services such as mental health.
And hospitals say they lose money taking care of patients with Medicare — that’s mostly for the elderly — or
Medicaid — that’s government insurance mostly for the poor. So private insurance payers like me end up paying
more for these tests so that the hospitals can have everything balance in the end.
While Shields lab doesn't have the overhead of a hospital, Tom Shields, the company’s president, says charging
more for an MRI to make up for losing money on other services is just a sign that health care finances are really
broken. "You’re reimbursing for diagnostic imaging at a very high rate to justify the underpayment for other lines of
health care. It’s sort of like justifying the $500 Ace bandage. The logic isn’t there."
I wasn't ever able to find out how much of the charge for an MRI is based on "real" costs - like cost of the machine
or the salaries of the technician or doctor.
These real costs vary, but in many cases, not much. We know that hospitals with a strong brand name use that
brand to boost their charges. Rick Siegrist, who teaches health care management at the Harvard School of Public
Health, says hospitals, much like computer giant Apple, can set their charges as they see fit: "A lot of times, people
think they’re just going to look at what their cost is and put a little markup on that and that’s what the charge will
be. That’s not the way it’s done, just like it’s not the way it’s done in private industry."
We have the health care industry telling us to shop around, to be smart consumers, to make wise choices, and yet
it’s really difficult to do that, because we don’t understand how hospitals set prices, and it can take hours to find a
price. The whole pricing system seems very arbitrary. And we’re left trying to make choices based on incomplete or
wrong information.
There may be some hope, according to Dr. Gene Lindsey who runs Atrius, the state’s largest physicians group. He
said while it's a long way way off, "Atrius Health will, in a very, very focused way, begin the work that’s necessary
to try to deliver what the bill asks for in terms of cost transparency.”
Atrius and a few other physicians groups have started putting some price information in the record that doctors can
see when they are speaking to a patient. It'll be a tough task to say, "You're going in for an appendectomy and
here’s what it’s going to cost," because there are so many variables when you go into a hospital for a procedure.
But Atrius is shopping for software that will pull all the information, like my health insurance data, together so that
they can say, "OK, you’re an HMO patient, here’s what you’ll pay" or, "You have a high deductible, here’s what
you’ll pay."
Two months after I had the tests, I got an Explanation of Benefits from my insurer. Blue Cross paid $1,650 for both.
Actually, Blue Cross paid $1,360 for the tests and $290 in physician fees. I never saw a bill for the physician fees, I
had to call to get that number. Again, a remarkable lack of transparency.
Then the broader advice is: If you really have to pay attention to price because you have a high-deductible or a
tiered coverage plan, then do a lot of deep breathing. Be ready for a long journey that will take some patience.

Oh, and I don’t have a brain tumor or anything serious. My doctor sent me a note. My MRI and MRA showed “white
matter with a propensity for migraine.” White matter is just brain tissue, by the way, not little bits of white junk
floating around in my brain. I’m fine; I just need to get more sleep.
(This story is part of a reporting partnership that includes WBUR, NPR and Kaiser Health News.)
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Re: Heal Thyself! (reply to Art, above)

Universal coverage, single payer would eliminate ALL this BULL SHIT. Fewer administrative costs, less redundancy,
fewer jobs for paper pushers/ less money for salaries, simple honesty in pricing, transparency (which is obviously
the last thing health care providers want), and bills that a normal person can understand. This is beyond
preposterous, and I've been screaming that for years. But given what our country has become, I have zero
confidence that anything will change as drastically as it needs to. Obamacare is a tepid attempt at progress and is
better than nothing, but Americans are still being held hostage by the monied interests. I just learned that my
cousin has pancreatic cancer. That's enough to deal with without having to figure out all the bills she's going to
have coming in. None of it makes any sense.
20121211-02
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Photo: Today’s Poultry Lunch at Apple

from earlier in the day…
Back at work again! Fine fun dining returns!
The Chicken Bahn Mi? The Southern Mussels? (Messy, with a hardcover book...) The Shrimp Fettucini?
Today, as late as I am, it's all going to depend on the lines...
after lunch…
Busy day after a four-day weekend, and so a brief report:
Bahn Mi from the Asian line was very tasty, with an appropriate thin baguette with a lovely flaky crust; the braised
chicken thigh was moist and nicely seasoned, and the vegetables were very fresh. The sauce, which I cannot quite
identify but seemed to me to be a remoulade, was just the right touch to complement everything including the
generously distributed thin slices of chili. I do not know whether these were jalapeno or serano or just what the
heck they were, but they really did send me halfway to orbit.
Perhaps it was the circumstance of being on fire after eating the sandwich, or perhaps I will just never be a kimchi
kind of guy; my mouth and lips were already on fire, and the kimchi seemed to be glowing. In fact, I cannot say
whether the kimchi was as zesty as it looks, or if it was after-burn. but I had a couple bites of it, and... was done. I
guess I can't love everything, but I sure enjoyed the sandwich.
The lovely little French spiced cake-ette dipped in chocolate was very tasty, and helped me cool down.
Whew!

Bahn Mi and Kimchi
[Milk is the drink that cools the burn the best, because of a certain enzyme. –SteveB]
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“Why the Fiscal Cliff Is Causing a Nervous Breakdown on the Right”

“Why the Fiscal Cliff Is Causing a Nervous Breakdown on the Right” by Howard Kurtz, The Daily Beast
Dec. 11, 2012, (http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2012/12/11/why-the-fiscal-cliff-is-causing-a-nervousbreakdown-on-the-right.html
(From Joe Scarborough to Bill Kristol to Rush Limbaugh, the post-election recriminations are getting heated on the
slow march to the fiscal cliff. Howard Kurtz on why the GOP is at war with itself.)
It’s no surprise, after losing a second time to Barack Obama, that the right is engaged in a furious debate over the
future of the Republican Party.
But it’s quickly degenerating into a mudfight.
“Conservatism is a racket for a lot of people to get very, very rich,” declares Joe Scarborough on
MSNBC. “With no thought of winning elections.”
“It may be that major parts of American conservatism have become such a racket that a kind of refounding of the
movement as a cause is necessary,” says William Kristol, editor of The Weekly Standard.

What’s going on here? Is this simply the venting of prominent media folks who are tired of seeing their side taken
to the cleaners? Or have they concluded that the talk-show/fundraising culture that powers the GOP has become
more interested in feathering its nest than electing Republicans?
Just two years ago, the GOP captured the House, the Tea Party was ascendant, and the rank and file had every
reason to believe that Obama would be a one-termer. Now the reelected president, having vanquished Mitt
Romney, is all but dictating terms on averting the fiscal cliff. No wonder the right seems to be undergoing a
collective nervous breakdown.
Newt Gingrich sounded less than confident on “Meet the Press” when the talk turned to Hillary Clinton running for
president in 2016. “The Republican Party today is incapable of competing at that level,” said the man who proved
incapable of beating Romney.
Scarborough’s analysis on “Morning Joe”: “You have a lot of people running around, saying harsh things that sell
books and push ratings and lose elections.”
And those who try to promote a more compassionate brand of conservatism, says the former Florida congressman,
are “thrown to the side because they don’t sound enough like Glenn Beck or a blogger.” He described these
adversaries as “cowards” and “bullies” who won’t back off unless “you punch them in the face.”
Kristol, who has committed the apostasy of saying the GOP should stop protecting a bunch of millionaires from tax
hikes, describes the conservative movement as being “in deep disarray.”
He’s also in a spat with The Wall Street Journal editorial page, which took a shot at Kristol (without naming him):
“Various Beltway sages want Republicans to say never mind, we were only kidding, tax rates don’t matter to the
economy. So because Mitt Romney lost, Republicans in Congress are supposed to repudiate their core economic
principles.”

The Journal says that House Republicans still have leverage, and that if we slide off the fiscal cliff and everyone’s
taxes go up on Jan. 1, the GOP will still have the clout to negotiate a deal with Obama, who may fear that trench
warfare will ruin his final term. Kristol responds with an obvious counter-argument: that if House Republicans block
legislation to restore tax breaks to 98 percent of Americans in a last-ditch attempt to protect the richest 2 percent,
“it will be they, and they alone, insisting on higher taxes.” Not a great position to be defending in 2014.
This growing divide extends to the Hill, where more GOP lawmakers—the latest being two senators, Bob Corker and
Tom Coburn—are saying they are open to raising rates as part of a deal with the Democrats.
But that erosion among the Grover Norquist pledge-signers is generating significant pushback. Erick Erickson, the
founder of RedState, says the Boehner wing of the party is convinced that the conservative movement has become
a “paper tiger,” and that true believers have to “either start blowing things up or shut up.”
The movement is doing a pretty good job of blowing itself up at the moment. Former allies are sniping at each
other, not just over tactics but over fundamental beliefs about what conservatism means and what Republicans
should stand for.
Rush Limbaugh, one of the most powerful voices on the right, is also perturbed. In his monologue Monday, posted
under the heading “The Comical Floundering of the GOP,” El Rushbo describes the theory that “the Republican
Party has been doing new Coke, but gradually. We have been caving on the things that identify us.” In case anyone
missed the point, he adds: “The Republican Party, nobody knows what it is anymore. Whatever it used to be, it’s
changing the formula.”
What should be the new and improved Republican flavor? The dilemma goes beyond taxes and spending to such
issues as immigration, where the likes of Sean Hannity and Charles Krauthammer say the party should restore its
standing with Hispanics by embracing amnesty or something close to it. Here too, Limbaugh and many others
strongly disagree.
And what about gay marriage, now headed for the Supreme Court? The right has been awfully quiet about that,
despite the dire predictions when Obama embraced the principle of same-sex marriage last spring. As conservative
commentator George Will bluntly noted on “This Week”, “Quite literally, the opposition to gay marriage is dying. It’s
old people.”
Romney’s retreat from the public stage, except for the occasional sighting at Disneyland or a Las Vegas prizefight,
obviously created a GOP vacuum. One day, Paul Ryan or Marco Rubio or Jeb Bush or Chris Christie may lead the
party in a different direction. But with Obama not even having been sworn in for a second term, that day is far off.
Instead, Republicans are groping for answers as the slow march toward the fiscal cliff leaves them ever more
divided.
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from Pale Blue Dot: A Vision of the Human Future in Space

You are here (almost for sure!). (Voyager 1, 1990, NASA/JPL)
From this distant vantage point, the Earth might not seem of any particular interest. But for us, it's different.
Consider again that dot. That's here. That's home. That's us. On it everyone you love, everyone you know,
everyone you ever heard of, every human being who ever was, lived out their lives. The aggregate of our
joy and suffering, thousands of confident religions, ideologies, and economic doctrines, every hunter and
forager, every hero and coward, every creator and destroyer of civilization, every king and peasant, every
young couple in love, every mother and father, hopeful child, inventor and explorer, every teacher of
morals, every corrupt politician, every "superstar," every "supreme leader," every saint and sinner in the
history of our species lived there – on a mote of dust suspended in a sunbeam.
The Earth is a very small stage in a vast cosmic arena. Think of the rivers of blood spilled by all those
generals and emperors so that in glory and triumph they could become the momentary masters of a fraction
of a dot. Think of the endless cruelties visited by the inhabitants of one corner of this pixel on the scarcely
distinguishable inhabitants of some other corner. How frequent their misunderstandings, how eager they
are to kill one another, how fervent their hatreds. Our posturings, our imagined self-importance, the
delusion that we have some privileged position in the universe, are challenged by this point of pale light.
Our planet is a lonely speck in the great enveloping cosmic dark. In our obscurity – in all this vastness –
there is no hint that help will come from elsewhere to save us from ourselves. The Earth is the only world
known, so far, to harbor life. There is nowhere else, at least in the near future, to which our species could
migrate. Visit, yes. Settle, not yet. Like it or not, for the moment, the Earth is where we make our stand. It
has been said that astronomy is a humbling and character-building experience. There is perhaps no better
demonstration of the folly of human conceits than this distant image of our tiny world. To me, it
underscores our responsibility to deal more kindly with one another and to preserve and cherish the pale
blue dot, the only home we've ever known.
—Carl Sagan, Pale Blue Dot: A Vision of the Human Future in Space, 1997 reprint, pp. xv–xvi
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pale_Blue_Dot#Reflections_by_Sagan)
Videos: http://vimeo.com/51960515 and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t7cmbTqTLlM.
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[What the hell is that thing?! –SteveB]

Photo: Go Out & Enjoy Nature #3
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Photo: The Green Honeycreeper (Bolivia)

http://janbirdingblog.blogspot.com/2011/01/bird-of-month-green-honeycreeper.html

—Friends of the Middle,
Steven W. Baker (SteveB), Editor/Moderator
You can subscribe to this free, no-obligation, daily Newsletter filled with lively, intelligent discussion centered on
politics and government, but ranging to anything members feel is important, interesting, or entertaining. To
subscribe, use the form on our website or blog, or simply reply to this email with “Yes” or “Start” in the Subject line,
then add our email address (below) to your Contacts or Safe list. To opt-out, reply with “No” or “Stop” in the
subject line.
Welcome to all our new members who may be here for the first time. We want to hear from YOU! To submit your
comment, you can use the form on our website or blog, or reply to this email with your two cents worth. Be sure to
sign with your desired user name.
Your email address will always be kept strictly confidential.
Feel free to forward this Newsletter to anyone you know on the Right or the Left, though your motives might be
different in each case. Regardless, PASS IT ON! Help keep your friends and acquaintances informed and thinking.
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